1. **What type of bulb does my flashlight take?**
   This information can generally be found on the flashlight package. For further details, please refer to the Energizer Technical Information website at www.data/energizer.com.

2. **Where can I purchase bulbs for my flashlight?**
   Bulbs can be purchased at most mass merchandising stores, hardware stores, and home improvement centers throughout the world.

3. **Which bulbs are the brightest?**
   Halogen is the brightest, followed by Krypton and Vacuum.

4. **Is my flashlight waterproof/water resistant?**

5. **What is the best battery for my flashlight?**
   Battery selection will depend on many factors, including bulb specifications and environmental conditions under which the flashlight will be used. For most all flashlight and usage circumstances, Energizer alkaline is the best choice. For economy with standard bulbs, carbon zinc will provide acceptable performance. For cold temperature storage and usage, the Energizer lithium AA will provide superior run time in AA type flashlights.
6. How do I know which way to put the batteries in my flashlight?
Refer to the visual graphics on the end cap or immediately inside the battery case, where the batteries are inserted, showing positive (+) and negative (-) position.

7. What size battery does my flashlight take?
The information is available on the flashlight package. If not available, please refer to http://data.Energizer.com.